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The coordinate determination accuracy of minimum ionizing and sho rt-range
particles by silicon strip detectors has been considered. The charge collection on
neighboring strips of the detector is studied and the influence of diffusion and the
electric field distribution on the accuracy of the coordinate determination is anaivzed.
It has been shown that coordinates of both minimum ionizing and short-range
particles can be determined with accuracy to a few microns using silicon strip
detectors.
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Introduction

Among semiconductor position sensitive detec~tors the silicon strip detectors
are widely used in high-energy physics for determination of the particles trajectories.
Short histoiy of silicon strip detectors development can be found in rev iew [1
Double sided strip detectors with- orthogonal oriented strips for the coordinate
determination of minimum ionizing particles are used in large projects on hig-
energy accelerators [2. 31. Strip detector characteristics essentially depend on
diffusion, drift and recombination of electrons and holes. These processes determine
the charge collection and as a consequence the detector response and the coordinate
determination accuracy. Advanced strip detectors with the strip width - 10 pm and
the intel-strip distance - 0 pm give the accuracy of the coordinate determination of
mninimnum ionizing particles up to 5 m [4]. Possibility of the coordinate
determination of short-range particles with an accuracy of a several micron was
shown in paper [5].

For the last two decades a great progress was achieved in manufacturing many
types of strip detectors both single-sided and double-sided ones. Projects for high-
energy physics experiments were developed in which silicon strip detectors are used
as vertex detectors and for the beam diagnostics [2, 31.

In the present work the coordinate determination accuracy of both minimum
ionizing and short-range particles for various detector design (geometry. material, the
operation ode etc.) has been analyzed to optimnize requirements of r-eaching
accuracy as igh as possible.

Principles of the coordinate determination

Let us consider the main physical processes that determine the position
sensitivity of the strip detector. Character-istic features that are general for all detector
design can be illustrated in the case of a simple single sided detector. Fig. 1 (a) sho s
schemnatic fragment of such detector.

T-he detector usual abricated from n-Si wafer with p 1- -l0 kflhm-cm. The
detector area is 50x50 mm2. The wafer thickness h = 300 gmn, the interstrip distance
1= 20-50 pmn. the pitch L = 50-200 pm. number of readout channels is 1 000.

In double-sided silicon strip detectors instead of back surface, which acts as
ohmic contacts, strips are formed by highly doped regions of n-Si and create n-n'
contact. So for good interstrip isolation some methods must be usec. For example,
between strips highly doped p- egions may be implanted (see Fig.I1 ( b)).

The development of detectors with high performance characteristics was
possible owing to the planar technology and using high resistivity high purity silicon
(p>lO kOhm'cm) [6]. Signals are read out from every strip using integrated
preamplifiers [7]. Requirements to a design of silicon strip detectors depend on the
charge of registered particles and their energies. The collection of charges created in



the detector volume by energetic particles depends on the track formation and its
evolution in time.
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Fi~..1 (a) The schematic view of the fragment of the single sided strip detector.
1- SiO2 layer. 2 - the accumulation layer. 3 - strips. 4 - the back Al contact.
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FiuLA (b) Back sde of the double-sided silicon strip detector.

There are three stages in the track evolution:
interaction of charged particles with atoms of crystal leads to generation of a

primary excitation region - 1 00 A, t - 1' 2 [8. 9]:
the thermalization stage and creation of the electron - hole plasma track.

r - urm and the therrnalization time - 1'' s [8];



the division and collection of charges at strips (the plasma track evolution in
the electric field). Typical time of this stage - 10 ns and the track broadening - 6 4m~

The principle of the coordinate determination is clear from Fig. 2. Generated ii
the bulk of the detector electrons and holes are collected at strips. The char.,,e
collected at strip i. o,, depends on the coordinate x,,.

The characteristics of the incident particle track depend on the charge and the
energy of particles. Two cases will e considered. The case of mninimumn ionizing
particles with the energy in GeV region and the energy losses in the detector,
-70 keV which create uniform tracks along the detector. And the case of the short-

range particles, for instance. ct- particles which create tracks as long as 30 ~.im.

Q i (i+1)~~~~~~~~~-i'. 
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Fig.2 The schematic representation of the process of the track spreading and charge colleciori in.
the silicon strip detector after passage of the ionizing particle.

Evolution of the track with initial distribution of the carrier densiVv i.WV

time is determined by the carrier drift in the applied electric field and broadening 6V
track due to diffusion. The charge collected at i-th strip can be written as follows

I. 01 r i rd

where .i1(r.r) is the contribution to the current flowing through i-strip from electrons
and holes generated at the point r in the detector bulk. The integration is carried out
through detector volume. J~~lcan be found from the solution of diffusion-drifi
equations simultaneously with the Poisson equation. The task can be simplified when
the total collected charge at the strip is considered as a function of the coordinates of
the incident particles.



In the case when the strip width is larger than the track diameter. for events
wheji particles incident at strips, the coordinate determination accuracy is equal to the
strip width. Further the case when particles are incident between strips and charges
are collected at two adjacent strips will be considered.

The main factors, which determine the charge collection and influence the
accuracy, are the following:

the detector geometry (the thickness . the strip width ii' and the strip pitch);
characteristics of detector materials (the resistivity ), the electric field

distribution E(F).

recombination and trapping losses;
statistic fluctuations (the Landau distribution) and noises of different nature:
readout methods and analysis of the detector response (particularly in the case

of the charge collection at more than two neighboring strips [4.71).
Influence of these factors on the coordinate determination accuracy must be

tak-en into account for both minimum ionizing and short-range particles.

Coordinate determination accuracy of minimum ionizing particles

Let us consider a double-sided strip detector for simultaneous determination of'
two coordinates. A inim~-um ionizing particle creates a cylindrical track with a
uniform charge density along the track (the energy losses are much ess than the
particle energy). The initial distribution of electrons and holes is assuimed to be the
Gauss distribution

where a is the width of the initial distribution of the charge density inside te ta
. is the total number of carriers inside the track; e'is the linear density of chiaire:

xis coordinate ofthne incidence particle.
in approximation when the diffusion broadening of' the track during the drift

timne can, be neulected (under the condition \IDT < a, D is diffusion coefficient, ,, s
the chargt-e drift timne). the total charge collected at a strip is determined b the track
location relatively to the strength line of the electric field. Electrons and holes drift
along, the strength line with the velocity ~= ~.where p is the charge mobilitx.
In this case the collected charge is determined by the expression

+ x, ~~~~~~~(3)
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The dependence of ~,versus x,, is shown in Fig. 3. Curves of Fig. 3 sox~
nonlinear dependence collected charges versus hit coordi nates.
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Fig. 3 Dependence of the collected charge -'on coordinate for different track. widths Y.

For the coordinate determination accuracy from equation (3) one can obtain

xo.

where zsQ, is the measurement error of the collected charge.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the coordinate determination accuracy xv

calculated using equation (4). It is seen that the accuracy depends on the track radius
0. and the incident particle coordinate x For thin tracks the accuracy decreases
when .c, tends to the strip edge. Using equation (4) or correspondent igure, one can

optimize the interstrip distance (X0 < 4).
In the general case when both drift and diffulsion are essential the collected

charge may be written as follows

0(x)=Q. tjdv + erf - .(5)

In this equation 0.(y)2 =," o 4D(,, f,(y) (6)



is the effective broadening of the density distribution of the generated carriers at the
cross section with the coordinatey, a,, is the initial distribution width, ~ 1 v are
the drift times of electrons and holes.
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Fig. 4 Dependence of the coordinate determination accuracy Ay on the coordinate at difrerent rack
AQ.width a for -0. 1.

In the case of the linear electric field in the depleted detector volume one can
write

E. -,8y. U, ~~~E,. -

where = U-. E, ., and are the full depletion and applied voitages

correspondingly. After integration one finally obtain

i, n 1(Y * - I 1 Y7

where h'___ U



Substituting (7) into (6) one can write expression for the effective broadening
of the density distribution of generated electrons and holes

v) 7 ~ n 8
171

wherea 4D h- 2kT h2 - skT

The coordinate determination error can be obtained from equation (5)

where F(xj 2 J-!expi I
h0 MYv ~ a(y)

Function F(x,, can be tabulated for different detector's parameters and il

graphic is shown in Fig 5 for the following parameters: a~ o - 1 kiiin-cil.
T=300`'K. 0'=.(5.
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Fig. 5 Function F(x,) for electrons and holes calculated for detector parameters indicated in the
text.

For a simple estimation one can take the averaged effective width of density
distribution

=0 4D < t,> (
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where D is difuion coefficient, < l,> is the carrier average drift time.

In the linear electric field the average drift time of electrons and holes (see (7))
are the following

< tk >h= k, 1+yIndy 

Using equation (10) and (1 1) for the effective broadening we have

where F 1[+ l y)] F,=1+ inl-v are the functions which describe the

diffusion broadening of electron and hole density distributions as a function of
applied voltage. Figure 6 shows the depen dence of a, on applied voltage.
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Fig. 6 The dependence of the effective width of the electron and hole tracks on y.

Under calculations the next values of the parameters were used: oa, = 1pgm. c~, 7 gm. (This

corrspnds to n -S'i with N, = 1.4. 10" cm-3 (p - khntcm)).

Obtained formulas and figures allow to optimize detector parameters to reach
the maximum coordinate determination accuracy i.e. to decrease the difference in

a



determination of the coordinate x and and smoothing the dependence of Axix,,
choosing U > U', and material with a high er resistivity.

Coordinate determination accuracy of short range particles

It is convenient to register short-range particles which incident toetween1-
detector strips. The rack length of'suich particles is less than the detector tickrness
(tor 5 MeV ax-particles the length is 30 i~un). For the charge carriers, which lie
collected at different detector sides, the collection times strongly differ in contras to
the minium ionizing particles case. Thus the accuracy of deterniinativn! o1

coordinates x and v are also different.

In te case of minimum ionizing particles and at /+W <<1 (usual geometry for.
e 17~~~~

standard detectors) under condition of the full depletion the main contribution 1 te
char-ge carrier collection ives diffusion broadening and drift. in te electric field

L xv.More complicated situation will be in the case of short-range particles and
larger intersirip distances. In this case the contribution of transversal component of
the electric field E.v)to te charge division and collection will be essential
because of- the track ength is comparable with the interstrip distance (I, << i,) and
the track is located in the region of heterogeneity of the electric field &.v.ThiS
condition was realized in experiment 1101. For a typical detector wsith dimnensions
L = iOlii. t=5Cltm. 17 =300i1m and the resistivity n-Si P= 1 khi-cim we hv
U,,, 285, V. The electric field E x.y) can be of the order of 300 \'aim. Relativeh,

large miagnitude of Exv)is observed in the interstrip region at distances <
Hence. the field Ei' can essentially affect the collection of charges enerated by
short-range charged particles.

The role of the inlhoiioeeneous distribution of the transversal electric field
E, Nx. for the coordinate determination was pointed out for soii-ang-e particles in
paper. [51. Te calculation of the electric icid distribution and their dependence on
Geometry and applied voltage ae necessary, for- optimization of the detector design or
the operation mode. The electric field distribution was calculated in [1 1]. where te
Poisson equation with respective boundary conditions was solved. Figure 7 shows the
distribution of the x- comnponent of the electric field Ex.Y. for different values of v.

/ h1 inl the case - =0.5 and - 3.
L L

The coordinate determination accuracy could be increased uising measurements
of the timie ot the carrier collection in addition to measurements of the total collected
charge [ 10].

In the drift approximation when <<,~, « ,,.El >> kT ( for 1 =50 pm, E >5 V/cm)

a simple estimation of the collection time is possible
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where integration is carried out over the electric field strength line.
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Fig.. 7. The distribution of the x component of the electric field.

In the approximation of the linear electric field (E = ax) one can obtain the

time interval between correlated pulses at neighboring strips

pa C(Q,,)+ X,

where (,,)is a function of the registration threshold Q,, and the radius of the
particle track. From equation ( 13) one can estimate the accuracy of the coordinate
determination, using analyses of the time measurements of the charge collection. For
the absolute en-or dr, one cane obtain the following expression

c 2(7

Using X <<ILC, we have
C 

1~~~~~~~~~~(5

Taking the measurement accuracy of the interstrip distance A/ - 1 .tm and using

I0



the following values for detector paramnetersl1=50 pm, ('=15u11, p, =45O cjn- V\
(the collections of holes at strips). the average value for the electric field E, = 20 V'cin

and (,~u) - ns. we obtain the coordinate determination error (6x) = 2.7 gim.

Therefore detail studies of double events in strip detector can be used for
precision determination of the coord inate of the particle inciden.. between strips wvith
the accuracy up to several microns. Presented results of the position sensitivit of
strip detectors can be used for diagnostics of the laser and electron beams [ 10] as xvel 
as for studying of the detector material microstructure.

Conclusions

Estimations of the coordinate determination accuracy for minimum ionizing
and short-range chargedl particles have been obtained taking into account drift and
diffusion of generated charge carriers. Possibility of the coordinate determination of
high-energy particles with the accuracy up to a few microns has been shown. Results
obtained allow to choose an optimal detector design.
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